• All dock area ramps, stree aprons and firelanes to be a minimum of 6” to 8” with wire mesh.
• Provide 6” concrete pavement under all dumpsters.
• Sidewalks to be a minimum of 5” thick with broom finish, California style control joints and perimeter at max 6’ on center. All sidewalks to be 7 foot minimum width to allow for snow plows.
• All sidewalks to be sloped to drain.
• Bedding or subgrade for outside flatwork should be a compactible open binder(no fines)(CA7), 2” coarse sand minimum within 15 feet of existing trees.
• Use state specification curb mix for all new curbs, 6 ½ bag mix on all other outside flatwork.
• All new concrete work when temperatures allow must have a cure and seal applied to surfaces.
• Expansion joint material should be ½” thick, rubber and full depth of slab(Proflex)
• Cover and protect all outside concrete work with insulated blankets, when outside temperatures are lower than 38 degrees Fahrenheit for a minimum of 3 days.